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A message from our President – John Cheetham
Joyful, joyful etc
I look forward to our Eurostar visit every year and I’m sure that this will
continue into the future.
This year’s visit to Koblenz was a wonderful example of Rotary fun,
fellowship and frolic - especially the decision by our hosts, the
RC Koblenz Deutsches-Eck, to feed, water (?) and entertain us in
their own homes on the Friday evening of our stay - an inspired change
- it really brought us together.
But, for me, the high point of this year’s trip was our visit to the Rotary
supported young people’s choir of the Singschule Koblenz and our
spirited performance together of Beethoven’s 9th/ Ode to Joy aka
the European Anthem - in English, French, Spanish and Italian - we nearly
took the roof off. Not as a political statement but as an expression of the
joyful togetherness that is Rotary. And accompanied by a prodigiously talented 18 year old
organist who truly made his ‘machine’ motor. It was the fervour with which we sang that said
something to me about our ability to bring together our disparate skills and produce something
that puts to one side our differences and combines the best that each has to offer.
All the other activities were fun as was meeting and catching up with old friends but I’m never
going to forget making music together. Thank you - it was special - here’s to the next time

John
Welcome at Hotel
On Thursday 25th May the 29 members and friends from the
Rotary Club of Croydon together with members of the other
Eurostar Clubs were welcomed to Koblenz and the Mercure
Hotel by members of the Rotary Club of Koblenz DeutschesEck and their President Jan Jansen. Later we were all treated
to an excellent meal in the hotel dining room where we were
able to renew contact with old friends and acquaintances from
the 6 other Eurostar Clubs.
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The Willi Graf School

Supporting this school is a long term project for the
Rotary Club of Koblenz Deutsches-Eck.
There are children, often living in impoverished conditions, from
28 different countries.
The club have already purchased bicycles, go-carts, scooters and
playground equipment.
Play helps to improve social cohesion and concentration.
A well equipped craft room has also been provided.
Future support will be to provide 20 iPad tablets.
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The Willi Graf School

Willi Graf was born on
2nd January 1918.
He was a member of the “White Rose”
resistance movement that stood against Hitler.
On 18 February 1943, Willi Graf, along with his sister Anneliese, was
seized in Munich.
On 19 April 1943, he was executed.
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The Willi Graf School

Some of the playground
equipment provided by
the Rotary Club of
Koblenz Deutsches-Eck,
in use by pupils and
some Rotarians tried it
too!

Although not an official school day many of the teachers and children had given up
their free time to meet with us at the school!

Rotarians from all over
Europe meet and chat
with children and staff
from the school
Deutsches-Eck
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The Willi Graf School

The Soccer playground

Stephen Marsland, the
Eurostar Coordinator for
Sondrio Rotary Club, tries
out the playground "young
people bicycles" bought for
the Willli-Graf School by the
Koblenz Rotary club using
their Eurostar funds.
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The Willi Graf School

In the craft school - It seems that children
learn Health & Safety the hard way!
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Lunch at Koblenzer Brewery

Beer and good food
--------------------------------------------------------

River Boat trip

Awaiting the river boat - forming an orderly queue!
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Choir of Koblenz Singschule

A stunning choral demonstration by a wonderfully talented group of
young people and an incredible organ performance of
Widor’s Tocata & Fugue by an 18 year old student!
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Joining in with the Choir of Koblenz Singschule

After the Koblenz Singschule - Awaiting the bus
and forming another orderly queue!
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‘Friends at Home’

A table for 10
ready for dinner on
the veranda of the
apartment of
Koblenz Deutsche-Eck
President Jan Jansen
for the
"Friends at Home” event.

A memorable evening
at the home of
Christoph & Angela
Bickel
The picture is of two
of our Belgian friends
from the Rotary Club
of Neuf Chateau who
were entertained
together with 3
members of Croydon
Rotary club
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Roman Mine “Meurin”, Mendig

A manually operated machine for cutting marble slabs.
Simple - even our President, John, could use it…just about!
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Lunch at the Vulkan Brewery

Beer and good food……again…but lots of good fellowship too!
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Free time in Koblenz

The Sielbahn was built in 2011 to
cross the River Rhine from the
embankment to Festung
Ehrenbreitstein Castle on the
opposite bank when the
national flower festival was held
in Koblenz in that year.

Secretary Barbara in the
Sielbahn with a perfect view of
the confluence of the rivers
Rhine and Moselle
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“Rheinschen Abend” – Traditional Rhein Style dinner
Well! …. it seems that everyone was
enjoying themselves so much that
we forgot to take photos !!
Except perhaps one ……
President of Koblenz
Deutsches-Eck Rotary
Club, Jan Jansen
congratulates Croydon
RC’s Ted Newman at
the Gala Dinner
"Rheinischer Abend"
on 27 May 2017
on the occasion of
Ted's 80th birthday and
led the assembled
diners in a rousing
chorus of "Happy
Birthday”.
Congratulations Ted!

To all our friends in Koblenz Deutsches-Eck RC

Vielen danke!
….and we look forward to next year’s event
that will take place in.......???
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